IN THE MEDITERRANEAN on a dark night: roar and flash, and the anti-aircraft guns, port and starboard, beat off an attack by enemy planes. The silence is torn to shreds, and sea and sky are illuminated with brilliant hostile flashes, momentarily revealing the superstructure of the ship, and making it possible to take this night action photograph, the first obtained under real war conditions.

Exclusive to The War Illustrated
The Way of the War

BUT EVEN NOW AMERICA IS NOT AT WAR

A.MERICA took another big step towards war this week when President Roosevelt, in his broadcast on September 11, uttered the warning that though we have sought no shooting war with Hitler and do not seek it now, "yet neither do we want peace so much that we are willing to pay for it by permitting him to attack our naval and merchant ships while they are on their way to be damaged," the Nazi submarines and raiders, those "rattlesnakes of the Atlantic," were declared to constitute a menace, a challenge to American sovereignty. "From now on or from now on we in vessels of war enter the waters the protection of which is necessary for American defence, they do so at their own peril. The orders which I have given as Commander-in-Chief to the United States Army and Navy are to carry out that policy—at once." What those orders were was not made public, but commentators supposed to be "in the know" said that they meant "shoot at sight."

Yet, however, it may be true to say that America is in the war, she is not yet at war, and there are still many signs of a reluctance to take the final, irrevocable step. These signs have multiplied since the German attack on Soviet Russia.

Nor need we be surprised that this should be so. After all, we ourselves watched the conversion of Manchuria into Manchukuo and the Japanese invasion of China with equanimity, if not warmth. We watched, even aided, the suppression of Czechoslovak democracy, the extinction of the state of Masaryk as far East as a long way from our English fields, and even Czechoslovakia is out of earshot. But neither one nor the other could have seemed more distant today than the war zones of Europe must appear to the men and women of Montana, whom Senator Wheeler represents, or to those who read the paper which Senator Vandenberg edits in a small town in Michigan.

When the war began two years ago the American masses had the excited feeling that they were watching from comfortable seats in the grandstand a really thrilling baseball display. Many, perhaps most, of them still have that feeling, and this although nearly all the responsible leaders of American opinion, from the President downwards, have striven their hardest to remove the blinkers from their eyes. In 1939 the American farmers and artisans, the American housewives and business executives, thought that the war was not their war: they are still not altogether convinced to the contrary. Too many of them still feel, whatever the President may say, American security is not really threatened, the happiness of their lives is not really menaced, so long as they think that Hitler may say or can do.

Not only distance contributes to this state of mind. There is that distrust of Europe so deeply engrained in the children of those who left Europe generations ago because of religious persecution and political oppression—a distrust which was fostered by the dispointing results of the Great War, when President Wilson's plans for

FRIEND OF BRITAIN. Here is William Allen White, 73-year-old editor of the "Emporia Gazette," way down in Kansas, who, as founder of the "Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies," has made the U.S.A. aid-for-British-conscious.

... fields and in the streets. Their admiration went up to new heights when they heard of Dunkirk, of the Battle of Britain, and the grim and grim humour of the populace under pitiless bombardment from the skies.

Throughout the length and breadth of the great republic "Aid For Britain" became the popular slogan, and the isolationists seemed to be fighting a losing battle. A wave of public opinion towards sympathy with Britain and all that Britain stood for, and in this wave every section of the people was represented. Whereas, in 1915 the German-Americans constituted a most dangerous pro-German element, in 1940 the great mass of the German population of the States were most decidedly anti-Nazi. Mayor La Guardia of New York, the most conspicuous American of Italian blood, spoke for practically the whole of the Italian section in denouncing Hitler and all his works. The Scandinavians, too, who a generation ago were pronounced isolationists, were now, Lindbergh notwithstanding, vociferous in their demand for full aid to Britain.

During the last war President Wilson was hampered and finally overthrown by his political opponents of the Republican party; but in this war the Republican Senator, Wendell Willkie, rivals Mr. Roosevelt, the Democrat chief, in his advocacy of aid for the Allies. Even the Irish, who for so many years have been exceeding poor in aid, have shown a tendency to leave the history-books the England of red coats, of absentee landlords and an alien clergy, and to see Ireland an English island but with water, protecting Eire from the storms that have ravaged the continent.

This was the state of mind that generally prevailed in America up to a few short months ago. That the isolationists have been able to secure a better hearing of late weeks must be attributed to the confusion arising out of Russia's entry into the war. There is no country more anti-Communist than America, and the Americans are finding it just a little difficult to adjust their ideas so as to receive Joe Stalin and the Reds as their allies in a war for civilization and human freest, were it necessary to go all out for Britain; they are not so ready (so it would seem) to go all out in a war which, in their view, may well be won by Russia.

In that is, indeed, the opinion in the States today, it is unlikely that it will prevail very long. The President has no ideological affiliations with Moscow, yet he is as convinced as any that American aid is absolutely necessary if the Allies are to win the war. Before long we may expect that America will view up and come with genuine sympathy and which were so marked until quite recently. This is the spirit displayed by one gigantic servant of policy, an Irishman, of course—who, when he had told James Bond of the Manchester Guardian, where he could get a drop of another kind of spirit, exclaimed: "And ye're from London! We niver thought you had it in ye. Ye're putting up a grand fight—that you are. We'll be over, yes, we'll be over. Good luck to ye!"

E. ROYSTON PINE
In Capturing a U-Boat the Hudson Made History

Early one morning a Hudson of the R.A.F. Coastal Command took off and headed out over the Atlantic. Visibility was poor, frequent rainstorms swept across the sea. The water below was angry and rough, covered with white caps. The plane was "toddling along with George (the automatic pilot) doing most of the work," when suddenly there was a shout from the navigator's cabin in the nose of the aircraft. "There's one just in front of you!" shouted the navigator. The pilot gazed out and there, about 1,000 yards away on the port bow, was a U-boat. The pilot thrust the plane's nose down, and dived.

The navigator stood with his face pressed to the cockpit window, keeping the submarine in sight. "Let me know when it's time to drop, Jack," called the pilot quickly. The navigator nodded, and a few seconds later yelled "Now!" The rear-gunner, who had been winding in the aerial, popped his head into the astrodome in time to see a column of water shooting high into the air.

Then the pilot turned the Hudson steeply, and climbed. And as he watched the U-boat came surging up through a mass of foaming water. The navigator reached for his camera, and called to the rest of the crew: "Machine-gun them, let's machine-gun them!" The wireless operator dropped to the floor, and rapidly wound down the billy-gun. Then the aircraft dived across the U-boat, all guns blazing.

When the Hudson dived the U-boat's conning-tower hatch opened, and about a dozen of the crew tumbled out and dropped on to the deck. The Hudson crew thought they were manning the guns, and so they kept their own guns firing hard. The red streaks of the tracers were peeping into the conning-tower, and kicking up little sprays of water all round the U-boat. This was too much for the Germans. Those who were already on the deck turned and ran back into the conning-tower, those who were coming up from below still tried to push outwards. For a few moments there was an awful shambles in the conning-tower. All the figures seemed to be capless, and were distinctly visible from above, in their bright yellow life-saving jackets.

Four times the Hudson roared over the U-boat, guns streaming, banking steeply, while the rear-guns and the billy-gun kept up the fire. All the pilot remembers hearing was the navigator muttering, "I've lived all my life to see those baskets scrambling out of a conning-tower."

As the Hudson was coming round for the fifth attack the U-boat surrendered. One of its crew held a white shirt up from the conning-tower. The airmen ceased fire, but continued to circle with guns trained, watching suspiciously. The Germans followed them anxiously round with the shirt, and then held up some sort of white board. "They've shaved a white flag up," called the wireless operator triumphantly. By then the entire U-boat crew had crowded into the conning-tower, some thirty to forty of them. "And a very glum lot they looked," the pilot said afterwards.

The Hudson crew stayed stopped in the water, slightly down by the bows, with the waves breaking over her decks, and sometimes right over the conning-tower, drenching the crew. Her crew had surrendered, but—how were they to be taken into custody? Swiftly the navigator prepared a message for base, and the wireless operator's hand rattled up and down on the key. Meanwhile, the pilot was circling the U-boat, keeping his eyes glued to it. He did that for three and a half hours. All this while, too, as the navigator and wireless operator were working away at her signals, the rear-gunner kept his guns trained ceaselessly on the U-boat crew. The message reached base, and it was determined to bring that U-boat to shore. Never before had an under-water craft surrendered to a land aircraft. A Catalina was at once sent off to relieve the Hudson, and arrived in the early afternoon. When the Hudson crew saw the Catalina approaching they were afraid it might bomb and sink the U-boat. So they signalled anxiously to it: "Look after our, repeat OUR, submarine which has shown the white flag."

"O.K.," signalled back the Catalina. Then the Hudson crew, satisfied, dived twice more over their U-boat to have a last look at it. One or two of the Germans waved mournfully to them. The pilot waved cheerfully back, and set course for home. Many hours later the U-boat was 'run in' by British warships.

[Image: A Carley boat from a British warship is seen approaching the U-boat to receive the surrender of the enemy submarine after it had been attacked and held captive by a Hudson aircraft as described in this page. Below, the U-boat photographed from one of the Catalina flying-boats which were sent to relieve the Hudson.]

[Images: CREW OF THE HUDSON which captured the U-boat. 1, the Captain, 27-year-old Squadron Leader J. Thompson, from Hull. 2, Flying Officer W. J. O. Coleman, navigator, 30, hails from Berkhamstead. 3, Sergeant rear-gunner, aged 39, an agricultural student from Oxford. 4, Sergeant wireless-operator, 21, comes from Wimbledon.]
Even London Can Learn From Moscow’s A.R.P.

Soviet A.R.P. volunteers soon learned the trick of dealing with fire-bombs, and here are four in the attic of a Moscow apartment house extinguishing an incendiary. Beneath, in the circle, a member of the staff of Moscow University and leader of a first-aid squad. The organization to deal with the effects of aerial bombardment is remarkably thorough. The Government has enlisted every office, every factory and every household in A.R.P. work.

Beneath, on the left, a fire-fighting squad on duty at a convenient well, buckets of water, sandbags and shovels in readiness; while in the photograph on the right pupils of School No. 613 in Moscow take part in anti-gas drill. The Soviet capital has no delusions as to the ruthlessness of Hitler’s intentions. A recent order commanded every individual house to be put in a state of “winter defence.”

*Photos, “Scovil War News”*
Modern Russia is not a country which leaves things to chance, optimistic people have to "muddle through." Long ago she foresaw the dangers which threatened her, and silently made her plans. When the first German planes raided Moscow the city was ready to cope with the danger.

On July 7, 1941, the Commander of the Garrison of Moscow ordered compulsory enlistment of all persons of both sexes between the ages of 16 and 55 for house fire parties. Moreover, any fire-fighter absent from his post during an air-raid alarm is treated as a deserter. Disobedience to orders may entail a fine of 1,000 roubles or six months' imprisonment. But the Russians do not grumble; they know that the only way to meet "total war" is by "total war," and since property is vested in the community they realize that it is up to the community as a whole to protect it.

Colonel Guy Symonds, Fire Adviser to the Home Office, who recently spent seven weeks in Moscow as one of a British mission sent there to study and advise on fire defence and A.R.P. services in general, has had many interesting comments to make on the Russian A.R.P. system. Moscow's A.R.P. organization, he tells us, is based on the "house manager" who is the janitor or concierge in charge of each block of flats. He is held responsible for the efficiency of the A.R.P. service in his particular block of flats, and the inhabitants take their orders from him. He is who appoints the A.R.P. squads and superintends their training.

Although this compulsory fire-fighting service was not introduced until war had broken out, many fire-fighting teams were in existence long before the war, each with a house committee, women and boys playing their part with as much enthusiasm as the men. Civil Defence in Russia is under the direction of Osoaviakhim, the Society for Defence against Chemical and Aerial Warfare, a voluntary organization open to all civilians men and women of all ages. Each block of flats has an A.R.P. committee and wardens, all working under Osoaviakhim. In this organization training and equipment are standardized so that should a member move to another district he can at once take his place in the local branch, and these branches may be found even in the remotest villages.

Every factory in the big cities has its own self-contained fire-fighting service in addition to the city's regular fire-brigades, and equipment everywhere is up to date. Colonel Symonds, who watched nineteen raids on Moscow and paid tribute to the Moscow Fire Brigade, which, he said, was very strong in personnel and training, uncommonly quick, and with some very interesting appliances.

Colonel Symonds found, too, that Moscow's civilian fire-watchers dealt swiftly and efficiently with incendiary bombs. They endeavour, he said, "to handle it while it is still a bomb, before it becomes a mass of molten metal, lifting it with tongs or a gloved hand and plunging it into a cask of water.

Sand is found on every landing, on every staircase and even on window-sills. Against the menace of high explosives good shelters have been constructed in the basement and cellars of tenements by shoring them up stoutly with pit-props and wooden ceilings, a job at which the Russian peasant is past-master. There are also vast numbers of trenches, revetted with wooden stays, and, of course, Moscow's "Metro," the deep underground system of which provide complete protection. (A photograph of one of Moscow's underground stations and a description of a night spent amid shelters in the Moscow tube appear in page 115, while in page 69 Mr. A. T. Cholerton gives a vivid account of Moscow's first air raid.)

One of the most remarkable features of the Russian campaign has been the success of the anti-aircraft defences in the night raids on Moscow. Very few of the large numbers of Nazi bombers sent to raid the capital have managed to penetrate the defences, and the losses suffered by the Luftwaffe were very heavy. The Russian Observation Corps is a very efficient body, and it is impossible for enemy planes to approach within twenty-five minutes' flight of Moscow without their presence being known in the capital. Equally efficient are the Soviet A.A. gunners. Moscow is said to be equipped with new American-invented detectors based on the use of high-frequency wireless waves which permit the aiming of guns directly at an unseen plane. These detectors also make it possible for the numbers of enemy aircraft to be located with precision, even in darkness or fog, at a distance of 50 to 60 miles, thus allowing time for the raiders to be intercepted by fighters and for the A.A. defences to get fully ready.

Russian A.R.P. poster indicating how to dispose of an incendiary bomb...
Caucasus: Land of the Oil that Hitler Must Have

We may be sure that one of Hitler's prime objectives in invading Russia was to secure the Caucasus, the richest oil-producing region in the Old World. But although his armies have made great progress they have still some hundreds of miles to go before they can reach the oilfields of Baku and Grozny.

But oil constitutes the region's chief wealth. Some 75 per cent of the total Russian annual output of 30,000,000 tons of oil is obtained from the wells at Baku on the Caspian Sea and another 25 per cent comes from the oilfields at Grozny and Maikop on the northern side of the Caucasus mountains.

With a population exceeding 800,000, Baku ranks fifth among the cities of the Soviet Union; part of it is old with traces of Arab and Persian occupation, but for the most part it is a new creation, an industrial metropolis with numerous factories and, of course, huge petroleum refineries. It is the capital of the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic, one of the chief constituents of the Soviet Union.

From Baku the oil pipe-line runs across the Caucasus to Batum—or, rather, two pipe-lines, one for crude petroleum and the other for petrol. Batum, too, is an ancient city, with a cathedral, churches and mosques set in a frame of pleasant parks and gardens, bright with flowers and shady with palms. But oil is its very life blood; indeed, the city smells of oil. It was the oil traffic that called it into being, and it is the oil traffic that maintains and increases its prosperity.

Not so long ago it was just an old-fashioned little harbour; now it is a model city and one of the most important of the Black Sea ports. It is the capital of the Adjara autonomous S.S.R., which forms part of the Georgian S.S.R. The capital of Georgia is Tiflis (pop. 520,000), which also the capital of the whole region of Transcaucasia. With its more than a hundred factories and large works, Tiflis is a highly important industrial centre, but it is also a spa, thanks to its warm sulphur springs; while its universities, polytechnics, teachers' institutes and other educational establishments constitute it a cultural centre. Not far away is the little village of Gora where Stalin was born in 1879.

In the Soviet Riviera

North of the Caucasus mountains lie a little group of autonomous republics, all included in the R.S.F.S.R., or Russia proper. Through them runs another rich belt of oil-bearing strata, and there is an oil pipe-line from Makhach Kala, on the Caspian Sea, through Grozny and Ardavir, to Tuapse on the Black Sea. A branch line links Ardavir with Rostov on the Don, whence the oil is distributed to Western Russia.

Like Batum, Tuapse has many large oil refineries. To the south is Sochi, one of the most favoured spots on the Soviet Riviera, with many sanatoriums and rest homes for the Russian workers; the whole coast, indeed, is dotted with health resorts.

Very interesting is the picture of the Caucasus given in a recent article in the "New Statesman." We are shown a land in which vast new areas for cultivation have been created by irrigation. "From the air, when flying from Erivan to Tiflis," says the writer, "I could see the effects of irrigation very clearly. On the dry, yellow-brown earth below were many patches and lines of green, interlaced with channels of water, where crops were growing, and these were spreading rapidly, year by year, like a green rash."
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THE CAUCASUS area of the U.S.S.R., between the Black and Caspian Seas, and bordering on Turkey and Iran. It is now a vital strategic link between Britain and Russia.

A round Batum, dangerous swamps have been drained and are now covered with groves of citrus fruits, while along the hill-sides one may drive for miles through endless tea plantations where a few years before had been only a tangle of sub-tropical forest.

Fostering Local Culture

Whereas in Tsarist days it seemed to be Moscow's aim to keep the 45 different nationalities of the Caucasus from uniting with one another for their existence, today they cooperate for the common good. Each of the nationalities has its own autonomy, and even the smaller divisions have a very large measure of self-government. Collectivization has been introduced slowly and carefully; example rather than compulsion has been the rule among the strongly individualistic peasantry, and a new culture has been fostered. Every village has its own school. There is no attempt at Russification; on the contrary, the native languages and centres are fostered, and Armenians, for instance, learn Russian as their first foreign language. The "New Statesman" correspondent drove along the Georgian Military Highway, which runs from the North Caucasus to Tiflis across the mountains. Within living memory caravans and travellers were constantly beset with robbers and bandits drawn from the neighbouring villages. Today travellers pass over it in perfect safety.

If report speaks true, Hitler is expecting to find amongst the peoples of the Caucasus a considerable element of Fifth Columnists, and until recently German agents in Iran were doing their best to enlist the support of Caucasian refugees. But, to quote again: "Hitler stands about his much chance of creating revolt in the Caucasus as the old White Russians of Paris do in Moscow itself." Why, he was told, even the Jews are happy in the Caucasus.

IN TIFLIS, capital of the Georgian and Transcaucasian republics, these Soviet peasants are about to buy a drink at a soda fountain. Photo, Paul Popper
In the Wonderland 'twixt Black Sea and Caspian

BATUM, the waterfront of which is seen above, stands on the S.E. coast of the Black Sea and is linked with Baku, 400 miles east, by the Trans-Caucasian railway. As the palms suggest, its climate is sub-tropical.

ROSTOV on the Don, capital of the N. Caucasian area, is an important railway junction. This photograph shows peasants from the surrounding districts selling their produce in the local market.

THE DARIEL PASS, five miles long, is in the Terek valley, midway between the Black Sea and the Caspian. It is the chief pass through the mighty Caucasus range and carries the far-famed Georgian Military Highway across the mountains. This great road runs from Tiflis to Ordjonikidze, seen below with its old church in the Byzantine style.

Photos, J. Allan Cash and Paul Pepper
Our Searchlight on the War
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BRITAIN'S first "food laundry" has been established in Horsey. It is a building for the decontamination of food affected by war gases, and by local food traders. At a demonstration given to Sir Ernest Gowers, London Regional Commissioner, a number of foods, including meat, sugar, potato, carrots, peas, split peas, and a variety of tinned and bottled goods, which were assumed to have been salvaged from stores affected by mustard gas, were "decontaminated." It was, however, pointed out that sealed tins and drums and glass bottles with well-fitting stoppers give complete protection from gas, and even waxed cartons and cellulose wrappings afford a certain measure of protection. In the case of non-persistent gases, airing goods of this kind for about 48 hours is often enough to make them perfectly safe for human consumption.

A CAMOUFLAGE NET, many of which are being made by twenty-five women volunteers in South London. Such nets are used to camouflage working parties, and their making demands great concentration and physical effort. The volunteers comprise a charwoman, secretaries, housewives and shop-assistants.

NEW CIVIL DEFENCE BADGES

LOCAL A.R.P. services will in future be known as Civil Defence services. A device consisting of the letters "C.D." under a crown, in gold, with the name of the town or county underneath, where desired by local authorities, will replace the present letters A.R.P. on new uniforms. The new badge will not, however, be worn over coats. There will also be a shoulder title for each service - "Warden," "Ambulance," etc., and a system of rank badges to be introduced for junior supervisory officers and also for certain senior officers. The badges of rank will be in the form of thick and thin bars, 2½ ins. long, for senior officers, and chevrons will be worn by junior officers. No special uniform has been authorized for senior officers, but they will be allowed to wear the neck of the uniform open, provided they wear a light blue or grey shirt and collar, and a dark blue tie. This ruling applies to both sexes, but shirts are not part of the uniform.

FRENCHMEN SWIM TO JOIN DE GAULLE

The 11,996-ton Vichy liner Providence was one of three ships sent to Beirut to repatriate Vichy troops from Syria. A 19-year-old Parian youth, who wanted to join the Free French, signed on before the liner left Toulon. When the liner stopped anchor off Beirut he waded through a porthole and swam ashore. On reaching dry land his surprise was great to find that over a hundred other members of the same squadron were in the same situation. Next day Senegalese Vichy troops were posted on the liner to prevent further escape. The crew of the Providence had been picked from a special camp of Vichy sailors near Toulon, but it appears that not one of them had heard the news that British and Russian troops had invaded Syria. In consequence the Vichy government has issued a decision providing for three years' imprisonment for non-seamen posing as sailors.

INDIAN EFFORT

India's factories are producing an ever-growing stream of war material. Since the war the country has exported more than 156,000,000 rounds of S.A. ammunition and 600,000 rounds for guns, besides meeting its own needs. Yearly production of guns is five times greater than pre-war output, and of completed shells, 24 times. India is turning out rifles, machine-guns, ammunition, artillery and shells, tractors, bodies and plating for armoured vehicles, zepplins, boots, blankets and uniforms. India's fighting forces have expanded to 500,000 men, excluding those sent overseas.
Cyprus Is Resolved Not to Be Another Crete

A Bren-gun carrier in its garage on the island of Cyprus. Top right, men of the Royal Artillery reading the Cyprus Post. In the circle, a gun-crew busy cleaning one of the large guns. It was announced from Cairo on September 5 that Gen. Sir Claude Auchinleck, C.-in-C., Middle East, had just made a comprehensive inspection in Palestine, Syria and Cyprus. Since the evacuation of Crete the Cyprus defences have been heavily reinforced. Many new aerodromes have been built.

Beneath, on the left, men of a light infantry regiment boarding Bren-gun carriers in the course of a training exercise. On the right, light infantry on the march in the warm Mediterranean sunshine. Cyprus is now a kind of Gibraltar at the other end of the Mediterranean. The lesson and example of Crete have been learned, and Cyprus, which is only 55 miles from the Turkish coast and 121 from Beirut, in Syria, is an essential bulwark to our Middle East position.

Photos, British Official: Crown Copyright.
From Leningrad to Odessa the Battle Raged

On July 13 the German News Agency proclaimed that Leningrad was immediately threatened, that Kiev was about to be occupied, and that the road to Moscow lay open to the German armies.
Two months later neither Leningrad nor Kiev had fallen, still less Moscow; but, all the same, the Nazis had bitten deeply into the Russian defences, and the Soviet situation was critical.

A the September days passed, Marshal Ritter von Leeb's troops drew ever nearer to Leningrad, second city of the Soviet Union. In German circles it was suggested that the city was about to be stormed, but Von Leeb knew better. Not only had the Luftwaffe not won command of the air, but he realized full well the immense strength of the city's defences and the fanatical spirit of its well-armed and numerous defenders. Moreover, Leningrad was reported to contain vast stocks of food and war material, which would be of immense value to the Russians should they be secured intact, while for the same reason it was desirable that the city's many factories and armament works should be preserved from destruction.

Leningrad wasindeed a hard nut for the Nazi war machine to crack. Before the war it was claimed that the city, with its great chain of surrounding fortresses and its garrison of 800,000 men, was the strongest point in the Russian front. Now its garrison was immensely strengthened, and strong forces of tanks and the most modern planes had been accumulated to help in its defence.

The sea approaches were guarded by the great naval fortress of Kronstadt, on an island in Leningrad Bay, and by thickly-sown minefields and powerful anti-aircraft and heavy gun batteries mounted on the shore. Even if the Russians were driven from their outer defences, they swore that they would defend the city street by street, block by block. Leningrad has more canals than Venice. It is called the Neva, over half a mile wide and spanned by a mere handful of bridges, all of which could be easily blown up by the retreating Russians.

In a special communiqué issued by their High Command on September 8, the Germans claimed that their mobile divisions had reached the river Neva, east of Leningrad, on a broad front. German troops have also stormed the town of Kholm, on Lake Ladoga. The German and Finnish ring round Leningrad has thus been closed, and Leningrad is cut off from all communications with the land. It was true that the Nazis had cut the main railway line to Moscow, but a secondary line through Vologda remained open, and reinforcements and supplies were poured into the city.

All the same, the German pressure on Leningrad was tremendous and sustained. Given terrific support from dive-bombers, artillery barrages and flame-throwers, the Nazi infantry were hung against the Russian guns without any regard for casualties. Special "storm blasters" with demolition charges tackled the Russian excommunications and machine-gun posts. The forests and marshes around Leningrad were covered with Nazi dead, and everywhere were shattered fuselages of swastika-marked planes.

Russian Victory at Yelnya

To relieve the pressure on Marshal Voroshilov's army in Leningrad, Marshal Timoshenko delivered a formidable counter-attack in the Yelnya (Yelvna) sector. The push was made by his right-wing forces under the command of Field-Marshal-General Rakovski. Yelnya lies some 45 miles southeast of Smolensk, and the town represented the limit of the Nazi push after taking the ancient cathedral city of Kiev. That was in July, and since then they had not advanced a step.

On August 12 the Russians struck back and the fighting developed into what "Pravda's" correspondent called "a mincing-machine of the German regiments." After 26 days of fierce struggle, reported Moscow on September 9, "the fighting for Yelnya ended in the routing of an enemy S.S. division, the 15th Infantry Division, the 17th Motorized Division, the 10th Tank Division, the 137th Austrian Division, and the 178th, 292nd, and 268th Infantry Divisions. The remnants of the German army's divisions are hastily retreating in a westerly direction. Our troops occupied Yelnya."

Within a few days Rakovski had retaken 50 villages, and his advance units were reported to be within 14 miles of Smolensk. At the same time Timoshenko's left wing, under General Koniev, which halted Von Bock's thrust north of Kiev three weeks before, delivered another successful thrust from the south in the direction of Gomel, to the north-east of Kiev.

But now Von Bock again assumed the offensive, striking with his right wing southeast from Gomel, thus threatening to take Kiev in the rear and to outflank Marshal Budenny's hastily prepared defences on the right bank of the Dnieper. The gravity of the situation was revealed in a communiqué from Moscow on September 12, which stated that after stubborn fighting the Russian troops had been obliged to evacuate the town of Chernigov, on the Desna, some 85 miles north-east of Kiev. Then two days later came the further news of the Soviet forces' withdrawal from Kremenchug, on the east bank of the Dnieper, south-east of Kiev. Thus the German thrust was developing on both sides of the Ukrainian capital. Kremenchug is one of the few bridgeheads on the Dnieper, and with its fall Budenny's position on the further bank was made much more difficult, even dangerous, as the river formed the last great natural barrier between the Nazis and the vitally important industrial area of the Donetz basin.

Meanwhile, Odessa, far to the south, blazed defiance. "During the last ten days," reported the Russian High Command on September 9, "the Rumanian troops on the approaches to Odessa have lost 20,000 officers and men. The battlefield is strewn with the corpses of Rumanian soldiers. A Rumanian Guard division, and the 11th, 21st, and 1st Frontier Guard divisions of the Rumanian Army have suffered exceedingly heavy losses."

Odessa Roars Defiance

"For a whole month this heroic city has been beating off the savage Fascist attack," broadcast Kolybanov, secretary of the Odessa Communist Party, on September 8, "but the enemy will never take our city. Our motto is not one backward step. Blood for blood, death for death; victory will be ours. From Kiev, too, came the defiant cry, "Our city was and will remain the Russian capital of the province of the Ukraine, despite all the enemy's efforts to storm it."

And, to complete the trio, Leningrad radio answered Von Leeb's dramatic Order of the Day to his arméd battlers in the rain across a shell-scarred countryside: "Leningrad must be captured at any cost within the next few days, with Voroshilov's exhortation to the Leningrad garrison and people: "Fight like lions! Death for death! Blood for blood!"
Victory Turns to Ashes in the Nazis' Path

CROSSING THE STYR in inflated rubber boats, a party of Nazis are silhouetted against the light of a burning wooden bridge set alight by the Soviet troops to hinder the German advance. Along this river battles between the Russians and Austro-Germans were fought in 1915-16.

NAZIS IN A HOLE, the blitzkrieg having failed. Faced with solid resistance, the Nazi infantry have been forced to adopt old-time tactics and creep from hole to hole in the "scorched earth." Left, Marshal Timoshenko, commanding the Red Armies in the central sector, visits a strong point. On his right is his Chief of Staff, Gen. Zhukov.

Now, City of Peter, Stand Thou Fast, Foursquare Like Russia': Leningrad

Above left, the Narvski district of Leningrad seen from the air: (1) the Narva triumphal arch; (2) the Narvski House of Culture; (3) the district Kitchen-Factory. Circle, St. Isaac's Cathedral.

A general view of Leningrad. Foreground, Admiralty building facing the Garden of Totsky, with the Winter Palace to the right; the river Neva flowing in the background.
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War in the Arctic: The Spitzbergen Raid

Far to the north of Norway, on the very edge of Europe's frozen north, lies the archipelago of Spitzbergen. But distant as it is from the main stream of human life, it is not too far removed to escape the flood of war. Below we tell the story of the raid, news of which was given to the world on September 9, 1941.

Spitzbergen, or Svalbard as the Norwegians call it, is an archipelago lying within 500 miles of the North Pole, some 360 miles north of Norway, and 1,300 miles from Britain. It is one of the world's most inhospitable lands. For four months of the year it sees perpetual daylight; for eight months it is plunged in perpetual darkness. Not a tree grows there. The wilderness is a wild and stormy place with no bush. For the most part its soil is icebound, its coasts are swept by gales and dangerous seas.

Yet even in winter, when Spitzbergen is covered with a thick mantle of snow, the white tracks crossing the wilderness are soaked with coal dust, since here are some of the richest coal deposits in the world. The development of the island's coal resources dates from 1903, when an American, whose name is perpetuated in Longyear City, began to exploit them. Twenty years later the archipelago was officially annexed by Norway. Until recently there were six mining settlements inhabited all the year round by Norwegians and Russians, the former being in the neighborhood of Longyear City, while the Russians were at Barentsberg, 25 miles away. Last winter between 700 and 800 Norwegians, miners and their families, were living in the Longyear settlement, while the Russian mines employed about 2,500. In 1938 the export of coal was 606,000 tons.

Until Russia entered the war, life in Spitzbergen went on much as usual, in spite of the occupation of Norway by Nazi Germany. A small German military detachment, consisting of three officers or mining experts, paid it a visit, but after an inspection of the mines they departed. Possibly the existence of the Russian mining concession contributed to the German hesitation about occupying the place. In due course reports arrived in this country from Germany to the effect that the Germans in the course of preparing their campaign against the Soviet Union were laying their hands on the coal which was being sent from Spitzbergen, as well as on the coal stocks in Norway itself. The fuel was needed for the Nazi transports operating along the Norwegian coast. In the light of this information, the Allies decided to give an expedition to Spitzbergen, with a view to destroying its usefulness to the enemy. This expedition was made up of Canadian, British, and Norwegian troops under Canadian command, and the landing was made without any interference, probably because the Nazis were unable to spare the necessary naval force to oppose it.

The Canadians, supported by a formidable flotilla of Royal Navy warships, Fleet Air Arm planes and detachments of British and Norwegian troops, were the first to land. Speedily they manned the guns and con-

The flotilla reached Spitzbergen about 6 a.m., after a destroyer and aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm had reconnoitered along the coast. They were no Germans there and that the Allied landing would probably be unopposed. At sea a little while before, signalmen had transferred to a destroyer, and they were now sending a wireless message to the Germans in Norway.

"Loaded into small boats, with fixed guns in the bows, the Canadians were ready for a fight, but Norwegians pulled out of their shacks to greet them warmly and helped them to occupy the wireless station. The next party ashore took over another wireless station.

"After these initial sortsies the commander and his troopers went ashore for an official landing at a Norwegian town. The commander was first ashore, climbing to the dock aided by Russian miners. Officials of the town met him and the commandant was overjoyed with their eagerness. As the troops climbed up the stairs to the centre of the community the miners touched their hats and grinned.

"In the communal centre the Russian Commissioner ceremoniously greeted the Canadian and a British officer passed around long Russian cigarettes. Negotiations were rapidly carried out."

By this time 200 men had been put ashore and were drawn up in square. Despite language difficulties, the Russians and Canadians were soon fraternizing, and the miners loaded the troops with Russian cigarettes, candy, and other necessities, which were handed over. While destroyers, trawlers, Russian lights and motor boats brought the Canadians, ammunition, explosives and supplies ashore, another detachment of the Norwegian detachment and a Canadian landing party to the Norwegian settlement of Svalbard, down the fjord. Here a Norwegian major, representing King Haakon's Government in London, landed with his troops, marched down the main street, and after a parley with the civilian Governor, read a proclamation in English announcing what was being done. The Canadians got on well with the Norwegians, as with the Russians, and officers and men were billeted in private houses as well as in community buildings. Then in view of the approach of the Norwegian winter, it was decided to evacuate the island, but not before the coal, so vital to the Government in Norway, had been destroyed.

The young folk, at least, among the Norwegians seemed glad to leave Spitzbergen. They held farewell parties, and on the eve of their departure they were entertained, when Norwegian girls danced with Canadian, Norwegian, and British soldiers to the music of Norwegian folk songs and tunes. Then in the morning the evacuees, along with their personal belongings, went to the ships. At midnight the flotilla set sail for Britain and, after an uneventful journey, safely arrived. The Russians were similarly evacuated.
Britain Checkmates the Nazi in the Far North

CANADIAN TROOPS about to leave a Norwegian settlement on Spitzbergen to make another landing farther down the fjord. A British warship awaits them at the jetty.

At Barentsburg, on one of the islands, a power house is burnt out. An exciting incident was when engineers fired a large dump of coal.

SAFELY ARRIVED in the transport after their 1,500-mile expedition, a landing force of Canadian troops disembarking for the shore unopposed.

SPITZBERGEN NORwegians, with their baggage, waiting to board ship for Britain. The islanders welcomed the Allied troops with patriotic enthusiasm, and were reconciled to leaving their homes. Many expert miners, with other Norwegian men and women, will now be able to play their part in the liberation of Norway from Nazi tyranny. In the circle a Norwegian mother expresses her delight at being safe in England.

Photos, British Official; Crown Copyright; Wide World.
Our Diary of the War

SUNDAY, SEPT. 7

Sea.—Anniversary announced that submarine commanders had sunk or strongly escorted 11,000-ton Italian liner Esperia and 4,000-ton ship of Rand class.

Air.—American aircraft attacked shipping at Oslo. Night raid on rubber factory at Husli, Russia. Italian Coastal Command attacked harbor at Bergso Island, Norway.

Russian Front.—Struggle for Leningrad continues. Russia's south forces fighting along line of R. Lovat, north of Kholm, and on southern flank of Smolensk salient. All landings on Odessa being repulsed.

Africa.—On night of 5-6 R.A.F. sank merchantman at Tripoli, and bombed Derna, Martuba, Bardia and aerodrome at Salerno.

Mediterranean.—German made night raid on Suez Canal area.

MONDAY, SEPT. 8

Sea.—Announced that U-boat, having surrendered to Hudson aircraft in Atlantic, was later sunk by naval party and proceeded in.

Announced that forces of British, Canadian and Norwegian troops had recently landed on Spitsbergen, and taken measures to deprive enemy of use of coaling stations.

Enemy convoy of two supply ships attacked at night by naval patrols in Channel. Both ships torpedoed, accompanying E-boat probably sunk, and armed trawler set on fire.

Air.—Flak ship destroyed off Ostend by Spitfire. Night raid on Kassel. Objectives at Munchen and elsewhere in Germany, and docks at Cherbourg, also attacked.

Russian Front.—Battle for Leningrad continues with great violence. Germans announced that mobile units had reached R. N. 2a and captured Stalingrad, 25 miles east of city.

U.S.A.—Announced that U.S. steamer Steel Seafarer had been bombed and sunk in Red Sea on Sept. 5.

Home.—One night raider destroyed.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 9

Sea.—Anniversary announced that light naval forces have been operating against German bases with supplying troops at Murmansk front. Enemy destroyer, armed trawler and another vessel sunk.

Light cruiser Zerstorer, damaged on July 30 off Kirkken, now reported sunk.

Announced that large Italian schooner had been sunk by British submarine in central Mediterranean.

Russian Front.—Leningrad bomber day and night. Soviet forces in central zone have recaptured Eleya and advanced beyond it. Fifty villages said to have been taken.

Africa.—R.A.F. raided landing-grounds at Tmimi, Martuba, Derna and Gazala. R.A.F. heavy bombed Corinth Canal on night of 8-9, making many direct hits. Heraklion aerodrome, Crete, also attacked. Other forces bombed Palermo harbour and aerodromes at Catania and Gerbini.

Iran.—Announced that Iranian Govt. had accepted British and Soviet terms.

U.S.A.—Washington announced that Panamanian ship Sensa, operated by New York firm, was torpedoed without warning and sunk by U-boat off Iceland on Aug. 17.
When the R.A.F. Bombed Nazi Ships in Holland

On the left, Blenheim bomber making an attack from mast-high on a cargo-liner of the Noordam type in Rotterdam docks on August 28, 1941. Two bombs have fallen astern, but a direct hit has been scored with the third, proved by the photographic record above, showing the liner lying on her side. Beneath, an enemy vessel which had her stern blown off when Blenheims swept the Dutch coast on Aug. 18. Photo, British Official.

---

**Our Air War on Enemy Shipping**

(Continued from page 28, Vol. 5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 30</td>
<td>2 Convoy, 1 Tanker at Ostend</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Be, B, F</td>
<td>5 in convoy hit (47,000 tons), 1 sunk, 1,000 tons, 1,100 tons and 1,200 seen sinking, 1 Tanker torpedoed, 1 Patrol fired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 8</td>
<td>2 Convoy; Patrol ship, 2 Tankers; S.S. (I large x 2 Nantes)</td>
<td>Day and Night</td>
<td>Be, F, C.C., B</td>
<td>3 Patrol ships hit, 2 in convoy hit—1,200 tons 1 Tanker fired 4 S.S. hit, 1 torpedoed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-13</td>
<td>S.S. and harbours; A.A. Ships</td>
<td>Day and Night</td>
<td>Be, F</td>
<td>1 S.S. hit and fired 2 A.A. ships hit Norwegian Harbour attacked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-18</td>
<td>1 S.S., 4 Patrol Ships, 1 Tanker</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Be, F</td>
<td>4 S.S. sunk 1 Patrol fired 1 Tanker torpedoed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-21</td>
<td>Shipping off coast; S.S. (Ostend harbour)</td>
<td>Day and Night</td>
<td>Bl, C.C.,</td>
<td>Many hits, 1 sunk 1 S.S. hit 2 E-boats hit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.S. = Supply Ships; B.I. = Blenheim Bomber; B.E. = Beaufort (Coastal); B = Bomber; F = Fighter; C.C. = Coastal Command.

Note. — In the period covered by the table (July 29-Aug. 21) the 28 attacks made, mainly on coastal shipping, achieved the destruction or severe damage of more than 35 vessels—tonnage not stated, but unlikely to be less than 180,000 tons destroyed. Attacks off coasts of Belgium, France, Holland, Norway, and Germany. R.A.F. and F.A.A. attacks on shipping in Mediterranean, July 28-Aug. 18 : 26 ships, over 70,000 tons hit, mostly destroyed. 2 Destroyers hit, 1 presumed sunk.
After Four Years of War China is Undaunted

IN CHUNGKING, the most bombed city in the world, a Chinese anti-aircraft battery goes into action as a squadron of Japanese bombers is sighted.

Mme. CHIANG KAI-SHEK, wife of the famous Generalissimo, is a most inspiring personality behind China's will to victory and freedom; above, we see "Madame," as she is generally called, attending to the needs of air-raid victims. In the centre photograph, Chinese labourers turning a Chungking cave into an air-raid shelter.

HWEI SEN BRIDGE, in the prosperous business section of Chungking, China's wartime capital; the photograph was taken before it was bombed. Centre right, Hwei Sen Bridge as it appeared after one of the heaviest air bombardments. Right, another part of the same thoroughfare.
Still a Buttress for the Freedom Front in Asia

Chinese Machine-Guns, home-manufactured stocks, being checked by arsenal technicians (left). China can now supply from her own factories a high percentage of her needs in rifles, machine-guns and light artillery.

Below, a Chinese squadron-leader gives final instructions to his men before they set off on an operational flight. The Chinese air force, which at the beginning of the war with Japan in 1937 was almost nil, is now expanding rapidly with outside help.

Chinese Tank Crew ready to take the offensive. Heavy equipment of this kind still has to be imported by the Chinese. Right, General Chiang Kai-shek, who is President of the Central Military Academy, arrives for inspection on graduation day.

Photo, Courtesy of "China Fights Back," Chongqing
Fighters With a Sting

Two American-built Fighter Planes Now Coming off the Assembly Lines for Delivery to the Royal Air Force

Specially drawn by Havworth for THE WAR ILLUSTRATED

THE BELL "CARIBOU," known in the U.S.A. as the Bell P-39 Airacobra, is one of the latest types of single-seat fighter. A low-wing all-metal monoplane, it has a length of 29 ft. 9 ins. and a span of 34 ft. It has a gross weight of 8,442 lb., carries 410 gallons of fuel, has a maximum speed of 400 m.p.h. at 15,000 ft., and a range of nearly a thousand miles at a cruising speed of 335 m.p.h. An unusual feature of the design is that the Allison V-1710 engine is mounted amidships behind the pilot's cockpit and drives a Curtiss electrically-operated airscrew by way of an eight-foot shaft. This gives the pilot a very clear forward outlook. American workmen who are turning out this aircraft in ever-increasing numbers have nicknamed it the "tank buster."

THE LOCKHEED "LIGHTNING," another American single-seat fighter monoplane, is also of unusual design in that it has twin fuse-lages, each housing a 12-cylinder Allison V-1710 engine. The central streamline nacelle accommodates the pilot's cockpit and mounts the armament in the nose. The length of this aircraft is 37 ft. 10 ins., and the span 52 ft. Top speed is given as 400 m.p.h. at 16,000 feet, and the maximum cruising range, with an overload of fuel, is over 1,900 miles at a cruising speed of 350 m.p.h. It is believed, however, that the latest Allison engines develop sufficient horse-power to give it a maximum speed of about 450 m.p.h. The Allison aero-engine with which both these aircraft are fitted is the only liquid-cooled high-powered engine from America at present in service with the R.A.F. It is used in the Curtiss Tomahawk (see Vol. 4, pp. 448, 487). The Lightning takes off very quickly and can climb at a rate of 3,800 feet a minute.

Both the Caribou and Lightning are well armed, being equipped with a shell-firing cannon and machine-guns of .30 and .50 calibre. The Caribou is stated to carry a greater amount of ammunition than any other single-engined fighter now in service. Its gun, which fires through the hub of the airscrew, can fire 120 shells a minute, explosive, armour-piercing or tracer. It has .50 calibre heavy machine-gun housed in the nose, with a rate of fire of 850 per minute, and in the wings .30 cal. machine-guns firing at 1,300 per minute. Each type has an undercarriage of the retractable tricycle pattern. These are considered to give maximum security on landing. The Allison V-1710, used in both aircraft, is said to be America's finest liquid-cooled aero-engine. Cooling is carried out with ethylene glycol by a pump driven off the back of the crankshaft.
My Visit to One of Moscow’s A.A. Batteries

English A.R.P. experts on their return from Moscow paid high tribute to the efficiency of the Russian A.A. barrage, and here A. T. Cholerton, “Daily Telegraph” correspondent, tells of a visit to a typical battery in Moscow’s outer line of defences.

Moscow’s A.A. barrage proved the worth of patient planning and training over a number of years in the first raid on the capital, and went on improving during succeeding alerts.

One day I was taken on a visit to a typical A.A. battery in the city’s outer line of defence. I would like to have been there on the night when, firing 198 shells, they played their part in stopping what appeared to be a serious raid developing against the capital itself.

But it is true that one cannot really see much at an A.A. battery by night—one can only glimpse highly trained, eager men quietly handing their guns, detectors and predictors.

I visited this battery at high noon under the pure late summer sunlight. It is situated in the midst of a field of oats on a collective farm—one of those vast, flat Russian fields which make one know instinctively that Russia is a very big place indeed, going on for thousands of miles. Moscow’s daylight fighter patrols drone in high key overhead, but the larks still sang joyously.

In that wide Russian field this cunningly concealed battery of guns of the latest type was invisible from the air as the larks’ nests.

Nor could it be seen from the ground until, when I had approached to within 30 yards, the gunners, by order of Lt. Boyarinoff commanding, poked out their noses from their huts like so many young Russian bears ending their hibernation, and swiftly worked their guns.

The camouflage of this battery, their sound detecting and predictor instruments, their shell dumps, their underground rest posts, their dormitory and dining-rooms a little farther back and also underground, impressed me chiefly by their admirable simplicity. I cannot imagine a job more effectively or cheaply done.

Those guns and the equipment stirring them into precise, deadly fire spelt the costly outcome of the most modern technique. All the rest spelt the old frugal peasant wisdom.

The discipline and training of the men—many of them had served in 60 deg. of frost on the Finnish frontier or in the binding sand of Outer Mongolia—appeared admirable.

We hear so much nowadays about the guerrillas that we may sometimes forget this regular army in being. Lt. Boyarinoff’s battery is so highly trained that its gunners do their job like one person. The men are justly proud because they have got four brothers already.

I saw good, clean bedding and plentiful tasty food in the well-built dug-outs. The men’s dinner consisted of Ukrainian borch soup with meat in it, followed by pork chops and potatoes washed down with kvass—a near beer made from black bread.

How We Sweep the Channel for Our Convoys

Shelled from the French coast, bombed and machine-gunned from the air, threatened by E-boats, the mine-sweeping trawlers daily clearing the Channel for our convoys. Here is the story of a typical day’s sweep.

The long-range guns mounted on the French coast are shelling the harbour as our four minesweeping trawlers cast off and get under way for the day’s sweep.

As we put to sea the shells, directed by a German spotting plane overhead, follows us. Some of the shells are very wide; some are uncomfortably near. But the Channel must be swept clear of mines for our convoys on the trade routes.

If we sweep successfully no praise will be sung; none are expected. If we are missed there will be a curt notice in the Press a few days later: "The Admiralty regrets to announce the loss of H.M. Minesweeping Trawler . . . ."

The clear blue sky is combed with swirls of white exhaust in fantastic designs as our fighter aircraft dive in and out of the German tracer. Twenty-one ships of the Battle of Britain is being waged. At that great height it all seems infinitely slow; it is hard to realize that these microscopic dots are planes, twisting and turning in deadly combat at more than 300 miles an hour.

Now we have reached our allotted station, the trawlers have altered course, sweeps have been veered, and the day’s work begins. In a short while the look-out man sights an aircraft shadowing us; we must expect trouble. Guns are manned and all eyes are turned skywards.

Soon the drone of engines is heard. The sky sounds to be full of planes, but our attention is held by a minute speck busy drawing a wide vapour circle directly above us. We know from experience that this means trouble. The bombers will fly over the circle and release their load in the centre.

The first formation rapidly approaches the circle. We are in an unenviable position; having sweeps out, we are unable to take violent evasive action. There is a shrieking roar as the first stick of bombs crashes into the sea a few cables astern, and this is followed by a veiling shower of bombs. We escape them all.

But the Germans are determined to stop our sweeping. The aero engines develop a venomous, whining howl as the second formation swings and dives to the attack. It is as if a swarm of locusts were descending on us as the sun glints on their dark green cowlings. The guns’ crews hold their fire for what seems an eternity until the planes are within range; then the ship reels as the guns bark their defiance. Clouds of smoke and ladders of tracer bullets appear between ourselves and the planes, which swerve, bank steeply and climb away with machine-guns at a furious blaring. Our opposition has proved too much for them.

Towards midday the visibility worsens and a heat mist shrouds everything except the trawler immediately astern.

A signal is received from the last ship of the line that E-boats are in the vicinity.
While “surface action stations” is still sounding three sleek, grey, ghost-like shapes are discerned travelling very fast across our course. Almost instantly they are swallowed up in the mist; had they seen us they would most certainly have attacked, as this is ideal weather for E-boats—when they can make a quick assault and disappear before the guns can be brought to bear.

For a while we are left in peace, but just when we are contemplating hauling in the sweep at the end of a good day’s work, a grey seaplane of German type, marked with a Red Cross, alights a couple of cables ahead of us. Since Jerry has been found using such planes for reconnaissance and minelaying, we have recently received orders to fire on them on sight, but as the guns are being trained suddenly, with engines shut off, two Messerschmitt 110s dive on us from opposite directions with cannon and machine-guns firing, raking our ship.

For what seems ages, though in reality only seconds, bullets fly in all directions; the ship’s guns get go with everything they have got, but the raiders have come and gone before accurate aim can be taken. Bridge, wheelhouse, decks, life-saving floats, lifeboats, funnel and ventilators are left a mass of twisted iron and smouldering timber with the stench of gunfire. It seems impossible that anyone could have survived, but, apart from an officer slightly wounded, there are no casualties.

It is a battered seaplane that returns, but with a satisfied crew aboard who have defied bombs, machine-guns, cannon fire, E-boats and mines, and have cleared the Channel for convoys.—“Daily Telegraph.”

We Slipped Over to Have a Look at Calais

While the R.A.F. sweep the skies over Northern France, the Navy are sweeping the Channel right up to the German-occupied coast. Here is an account of a trip in one of the fast rescue-boats which came to the aid of airmen in distress.

During an air attack by the Fighter Command I was out in the Straits of Dover in one of the fast rescue boats which were on patrol, and I can testify that the narrow strip of water between ourselves and the Germans can still be truly described as the English Channel.

The two young sub-lieutenants in command of the fast motor-boats treated the adventure of crossing to the enemy-occupied coast as lightly as holiday-makers enjoying an afternoon outing in a pleasure boat.

“We’ll just slip over and have a look at Calais,” they said, when we were out in the Channel. Without another word they headed straight for the French coast at a rate of knots equal to 40 miles an hour.

These boats have a crew of only eight, including a radio operator, and a gunner who sits on a swivelling turret with a double-barrelled pom-pom for use against hostile aircraft. They are built for speed, and are no bigger than a fair-sized motor launch, but they raced towards the German-occupied coastline with all the assurance of battleships armed with 15-in. guns.

Over the water we roared and bounced with our tiny white ensigns at the mastheads, and a long trail of white foam in our wake, until the cliffs of England faded in the distance and the coast of France began to take shape.

Friendly British fighters passed overhead. The two sub-lieutenants exchanged messages with their flashing signalling lamps.

Nearer and nearer we came to the enemy coastline without a sign of activity on his part until we could see clearly the roofs of Calais, the chimneys of factories, and the cranes in the dock.
**We Sank a German Ship on Hitler’s Doorstep**

The Free French submarine Le Jour de Gloire, after sinking a German ship almost on Germany’s doorstep, was crippled by depth-charges and had to spend three days on the surface in enemy waters. The story of this exploit is told here by the submarine’s commander.

When the crew of Le Jour de Gloire returned safely to their Scottish base, their British comrades were full of praise for their skill and bravery. In the words of a British officer, there has rarely been such a successful combination of “damned cheek and wonderful pluck and endurance.”

Here is the Free French submarine commander’s own story:

We were very deep into the Hun’s own territory when we sighted a convoy. We picked the biggest ship, of about 4,000 tons, and let fly.

**Eh bien!** We hit her. She started sinking almost at once. But a sweeter sight to us was the panic and confusion among our enemy. There was a great scuttling to and fro. His ships dashed here and there.

Soon the escort vessels began to make things uncomfortable for us with their depth-charges. They shook our ship. We submerged, but we could see the fun through our periscope. They hunted us for several hours, and we had to remain submerged for a considerable time before the coast was far enough.

At one time an armoured warship passed quite close to us, but her captain, whom we could see plainly on the bridge, was not inquiring if he did not notice us on his port side, and we had a good laugh about that.

When they had given up the chase we surfaced. It was then quite dark. We did not realize we had been crippled until we tried to submerge again and found we could not. It was an uncomfortable discovery because we were far too close to enemy waters.

Our batteries had been damaged, and when we surfaced quarters below deck had been filled with poison gas. We started to move off, but only very slowly and we had to repair the damage.

This was a tricky business because of the poison gases, but every member of the crew, wearing masks, took five-minute spells below. It was exhausting work. They had to be kept going by doses of aspirin, but they were always cheerful. We kept this up for two days and two nights until we were sighted on the third day by a British ship.

All the time we expected attack from the sea or the air, for throughout those two days we were in enemy waters. I do not know how we were not sighted and sunk. It would have been such an easy job for any ship or plane to make an end of us. We were indeed lucky.

Even during those two days men who were not working below sunbathed on the deck. Fortunately the weather held good and we were thankful when the British ship came along to escort us through our third day’s surface ride. — **News Chronicle.**

---

**I Was on the Bombed Steel Seafarer**

Although she was not blacked out, and her markings must have been clearly visible in the moonlight, the American vessel Steel Seafarer was dive-bombed and sunk in the Red Sea on September 5. As described here by members of her crew.

The plane came over at 11.30 on Friday night Sept. 5. It dived down with its engines shut off, and opened the throttle with a roar when the bomb dropped. There were two explosions, in No. 5 oil tank and amidships. At the time we were steaming northwards and were not in convoy. The plane swooped over just between our masts. The bomb—or it may have been an aerial torpedo—seemed to hit and explode just under the water.

I was asleep at the time. The washstand fell down, and all the lights went off. Sliding into my slippers, I reached the bridge in thirty seconds. The plane had flown off. The ship was sinking rapidly with a list to starboard.

The Captain said: “We are hit aft.” We got two of the port boats out and one starboard, which were sufficient for the crew.

---

**STEEL SEAFAREER,** a U.S. merchantman, was sunk by a Nazi plane on Sept. 5 in the Red Sea. Some of the crew, after landing on an island, were picked up by a Royal Naval craft. The story is given in this page, and above is a photograph of Steel Seafarer, sister ship to Steel Seafarer.

Photo by courtesy of Frank Deven
Editor's Postscript

During my weekly toll in London I pass by a certain bomb crater at least four times a day. It is a legacy of a blitz in April, and I have already written about it, as the one 40’ depth of damage to any of the buildings that stand no more than twenty feet from the centre of the hole! A month or two after the event the drains, gully-pipes, telephone wires and water-pipes had been repaired with what commercial people used to call ‘expedition and dispatch.’ But now for more than five months the hole has been cluttered up while innumerable waggonloads of old rubble have been dug out and carted away and as many waggonloads of new material brought back (I can’t guess why) to fill in the hole, which by digging (for Victory?) down and along gradually extended lengthwise to about twenty times its original dimensions, electric drills doing their soul-shattering share in the agonizing process for many weeks.

But more usually, as I have passed by any time in the last four months, ten or a dozen men armed with pick and shovel have been engaged upon the titanic task of filling up this originally modest and unassuming crater. I wish to put it on record that not once in all that time have I seen these ‘workers of the world unite’ in digging or shovelling; on every occasion the majority of them have been leaning languidly on their pick or shovel, lighting cigarettes, or blandly discussing matters of political—or beer. I have even seen some of the younger men taking their ease about planking down in the everlasting hole—and not at dinner-time, either! I fancy that this happy little band of brothers (one of whom in the early days of their joyous occupation used to entertain his fellow-workers by imitating with noteworthy skill the noise of a whistling-blower) have found that ‘better ore’ of Old Bill’s derrision and are loath to leave it. But the net result is the traffic of a once busy street is slowed down for months (it will take another fortnight from now to put on the finishing touches) which with ordinances and organization has been its old self again by the end of June. If the repairing of runned London were to proceed at this snail’s speed—even should not one drop on it—those in their twenties now will be well into the sixties when the job is done.

My first introduction to Yoga dates back half a century, on a day when my friend Acton Bond and I cycled from Birmingham to Stratford-upon-Avon to see a performance in the old Memorial Theatre. Acton Bond has spent most of his long life in the service of Shakespearean drama, and not much of it. I see him perfecting himself as a Yogi. Strange that the other afternoon, when we chanced to meet at Victoria, among the books I was taking home for my week-end study was ‘The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga,’ by Dr. Paul Brunton! So little time encountered in any book. I am told with a great fluency of phrase a multitude of things familiar to all students of science and philosophy, things that I know as well as Dr. Brunton, and nearly all which I have already been responsible for publishing in works I have edited (e.g. ‘The Encyclopedia of Modern Knowledge’), but devil a trace can I find of that hidden teaching, and when, arriving near the end of the wordly work, I read: ‘Hence if we must close this study with the questions, ‘What is thought?’ and ‘What is mind?’ regretfully left unanswered, that is because those answers belong to the further and final stage of our journey, which not merely the necessities of space and the compulsions of time bid us reserve for a later volume, but other reasons which are more important still,’ I can only say in the immortal words of Sam Goldwyn that in any further stage of that journey Dr. Brunton can ‘include me out.’

As a contrast I have just read ‘The Myth of the Mind,’ by Frank Kenyon, which in some 20,000 words presents a crystal-clear treatise on the thesis that the mind is essentially a function of the brain and not an abstraction that exists independently of the brain and persists somewhere in space after death. Not that I subscribe to all Mr. Kenyon’s opinions, but his little book is a model of clear expression and closer and fresher from all the pretentious jargon and mushy phrasing in which so many of our writers on philosophic subjects love to splurge. I suggest the hidden teaching of Yoga should be lifted up into half a dozen words: ‘Mind is all, the body nothing.’ For myself a good enough ideal is supplied by one’s earliest Latin tag: ‘mens sana in corpore sano.’

Thus a bold and not-too-well-informed critic of mine who writes purely for my private satisfaction to amuse him, not for publication:

‘Regarding your reference to Scottish language in a current issue, I may state that Gaelic is the only Scottish language. What you quote is merely a Lowland Scottish dialect of English.

He may not state anything of the kind; but there are thousands of Englishmen who, never having bothered to inform themselves, would imagine him to be right. The subject is too large to discuss here, but I may tell him that the Scots language (of which a monumental dictionary has been in preparation for some years now) has closer affinities with Early English than Modern English. If the smart Alec who puts me on the mat would condescend to spend half an hour with my Universal Encyclopedia I would learn a good deal about Gaelic and the Scots language, of which he stands in need, and another half-hour with Jamie’s massive Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language would be instructive, if he could get a look at it in his local library.

As I have just been dealing with one critic, I may as well mention another, a youthful reader who takes me to task for attempting to mitigate our paper shortage by utilizing the outer page of The War Illustrated for pictures and reading matter, and then ‘disfiguring’ one page with (as I think) a very unobtrusive announcement which will not come.

He doesn’t think my own notes worth keeping—an opinion I should not attempt to dispute—but by the same post I received a letter from a New Zealand ex-serviceman in military uniform for half-a-crown (or) with the request to send him the wrapper pages only of an early number, as he binds these for the sake of clean-cut expression. The particular number had been spoiled, but the inner pages were intact. Well, ‘it takes all sorts’—as we all know.

Is this the very latest addition to the comic lore of the evacuees? Last week, our East End mothers discussing probable duration of War: ‘Well, I seen it said that it may go on for thirty years.’ ‘Eavens above! Why, our little Albert would be forty-two when he come home from Wales!’

JOHN CARPENTER HOUSE,
WHITEFRIARS, LONDON, E.C.4.